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Editorial
Science of Computer Programming: A new journal
With this issue we begin to serve as Editors-in-Chief of this journal, succeeding
Michel Sintzo, who has been in charge since its appearance. We wish rst of all to
express him the gratitude of our community for his long and fruitful service. In addition
we appreciate the support of Michel Sintzo and Maurice Nivat, the Editor-in-Chief of
the sister journal Theoretical Computer Science, for a change in policy that we intend
to implement. Indeed, to make this journal more compliant with the changing needs,
we plan to renovate it in the aims and scope and in the way it is managed.
First of all we plan to interpret the subject of Science of Computer Programming
in a much broader sense, more emphasizing and expanding the subject of the existing
subtitle: Methods of Software Design: Techniques and Applications. Thus, Science of
Computer Programming will be dedicated to the distribution of research results on
software systems development, maintenance and use, including the software aspects
of hardware design. Moreover the journal will have a wide scope ranging from the
many facets of methodological foundations to the details of technical issues and to the
aspects of industrial practice.
To support the new directions, we plan to organize the publication of the papers
into ve tracks, most of which are rather innovative for the journal.
These are: (1) Concepts and methodology, (2) Formal techniques, (3) Experimental
software technology, (4) Descriptive software technology, (5) Speedy publication track.
(1) The conceptual track is open for methodological, philosophical and sociological
studies on all aspects of computer software production and usage, including ethics.
(2) The formal track emphasizes the development and the pragmatic application of
formal and semiformal techniques. Submissions which the editors consider mainly
mathematical or theoretical in nature, with the preliminary consent of the authors,
will normally be forwarded to the sister journal Theoretical Computer Science.
(3) The experimental track is open for expositions on implementations of and ex-
periments with novel programming languages, systems and methods. It must be
emphasized that papers describing new software tools of relevance to Science of
Computer Programming are welcome under the strict condition that the source
code of the tools is open.
(4) The descriptive track deals with observational studies of current software develop-
ment practices, reporting on new languages, systems and methods, including survey
reports on the various themes.
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(5) The speedy track is a meta-track for the fast publication of particularly valuable
new ideas and results, providing the opportunity of reaching a wide audience
within the time limits normally oered by conference proceedings, within about
six months from submission, with a notice of acceptance or rejection within three
months. The related submissions have to be sent directly to both the Editors-in-
Chief and are subject to a page limit.
It is a rm policy of the new journal to achieve a balance among the dierent
tracks, though of course it will take some time before that happens; but we intend to
encourage very much the publication of papers in the new tracks. We intend to monitor
the submission and publication ow and thus we ask the authors to send always a copy
of their submitted papers not only to the most competent editor in the related eld, but
also to both of us; moreover we reserve to ourselves the nal decision of acceptance.
The editorial board has been partly renovated to comply with the new aims and
scope and to establish liaisons with journals in related areas, to enhance an overall
publication strategy and oer a better service to the authors, sometime allowing to
readdress their papers to the most convenient place. We plan to have a permanent
interaction with the editors, opening an electronic forum, by which we can benet of
their advice and they can be kept informed of the ongoing status of the journal and of
the related initiatives. We also welcome suggestions and constructive criticism by the
readers and the potential authors, who can contact us by e-mail, any time.
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